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Abstract 

Liver fibrosis is an important prognostic factor for chronic liver diseases. 

The evaluation and precise staging of fibrosis are very important in 

determination of long-term screening policy and initiation of appropriate 

therapeutic regimens in patients with chronic liver diseases. Liver biopsy is 

the gold standard for staging of liver fibrosis, but it is an invasive procedure 

with notable risk of complications, sampling variability and difficult to be 

repeated. Many non-invasive modalities, such as APRI, FIB4, 2D imaging and 

elastography, has been developed in recent 10 years. Most of them have 

good accuracy on fibrosis evaluation, but influence by inflammation greatly. 

MR, CT and 2D US imaging are less affected by inflammation. They are 

widely used clinically on multiple purposes. The main drawback of these 

studies is not being considered as an objective fibrosis diagnosis.  In addition 

to fibrosis, the prevalence of liver steatosis is increasing in new generation 

and may interact with liver fibrosis. It should also be important to obtain an 

objective steatosis score form US imaging. The steatosis may also interfere 

the interpretation of liver fibrosis by US images. Recent advance on deep 

learning by artificial intelligent methods have open a window to develop an 

objective and quantitative assessment score on imaging-based fibrosis 

measurement. From patients received liver histology study or longitudinal 

imaging studies, artificial intelligence and deep learning process can 

characterize the relative severity order of images representing 

the fibrosis or steatosis condition over multiple time points. We can design 

triplet deep neural network to learn the ordering cost, or similarity cost, by 

preserving all possible relative or qualitative orders by conditional random 

sampling. We assume that if the ordering constraints among a large quantity 

of image triplets can be preserved, the learned or trained triplet network 

should be considered as valid. After training, it is straightforward that this 

triplet network can also be fed with single images to generate a valid fibrosis 

or steatosis assessment score per image. This process will be validated by 

histology or the outcome from long term followed patients.  

Materials 

Volunteers 
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For preparation different US machines information, 100 hundred volunteers 

will be study by different machine on the same times.  

Specific liver parenchyma diseases 

Images from patients with liver cysts, liver calcification, benign or malignant 

tumors will be collected for specific disease pattern recognition.  

Patients 

A. Patients in the training stage: 

1.  One thousand chronic hepatitis B carriers received liver histology study 
with good quality of 2D US images will be evaluated for fibrosis score. 

2.  None B None C patients received Fibroscan study will be evaluated for 
steatosis score on 2D US images.  

B. Patients in the validation stage: 

1. A validation study for both fibrosis and steatosis will be carried out in an 
independent series of 2000 patients received both liver histology and US 
studies. 

2. Patients received long term US follow-up and showed a clear trend of 
improving or deteriorating status.   

Goals of this study: 

1. To establish an objective liver fibrosis score from 2D US images. 

2. To establish an objective liver steatosis score from 2D US images. 

3. Pattern recognition in specific liver diseases such as liver cysts, 
calcification, benign or malignant tumor. 

4. Interpretation of liver fibrosis under the present of liver steatosis in 2D US 
images and vice versa. 
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Introduction 

Liver fibrosis is an important prognostic factor for chronic liver diseases 

(1). The degree of hepatic fibrosis is positively correlated with liver cancer and 

mortality (1,2). Many therapeutic guidelines have indicated that those patients 

with significant liver fibrosis warrant aggressive specific therapy (3-5). In 

patients with chronic liver diseases, the evaluation and precise staging of 

fibrosis are very important in determination of long-term screening policy and 

initiation of appropriate therapeutic regimens. Liver biopsy is the gold 

standard for the diagnosis and staging of liver fibrosis. However, this is an 

invasive procedure with notable risk of complications, sampling variability, low 

patient acceptance and difficult to be repeated (6,7,8). In recent decade, 

many non-invasive modalities are becoming popular. These including AST to 

Platelet Ratio Index (APRI), fibrosis-4 (FIB4) and elastography (1,2,9-14). 

Most of the non-invasive modalities has good accuracy on fibrosis evaluation 

only when inflammation activities is minimal (8,14). MRI, CT and ultrasound 

(US) 2D imaging are less affected by inflammation (1,2,15,16). They are 

widely used clinically in multiple purposes. The main drawback of these 

studies is not being considered as an objective fibrosis diagnosis. In early 

cirrhosis or severe fibrosis, the experience of the operator become very 

important.  Recent advance on deep learning by artificial intelligent methods 

have open a window to develop an objective and quantitative 

assessment score on imaging-based fibrosis measurement (17-22). Several 

such studies focus on US imaging had been reported (23-29). However, the 

case numbers were quite small and many of them without histology 

information.  

In addition to fibrosis, the prevalence of liver steatosis is increasing in 

new generation (30-32) and may interfere with the diagnosis of liver fibrosis 

(33). It should also be important to obtain an objective steatosis score form 

US imaging. Several quantitative methodologies had been published (34-37). 

The control attenuation parameter (CAP) measured by Fibroscan is the main 

steatosis evaluation modality. However, the correlation between CAP and 
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histology steatosis score is linear if liver fat cell fraction is lower than or equal 

to 40%. The CAP become plateau if liver fat cell fraction above 40% or CAP 

value greater than 290 dB/m (36,37).   

In more details, the novelty and unique challenge is that this type of 

quantitative score cannot be directly labeled by human observer. However, 

from longitudinal imaging studies, we can identify if the patient is getting 

worse or better so that the relative severity order of images representing 

the fibrosis or steatosis condition (over multiple time points) can be obtained. 

Thus, we can design triplet deep neural network to learn the ordering cost, or 

similarity cost, by preserving all possible relative or qualitative orders (by 

conditional random sampling (38). We assume that if the ordering constraints 

among a large quantity of image triplets can be preserved, the learned or 

trained triplet network should be considered as valid (arguably the best we 

can do given all constraints). After training, it is straightforward that this triplet 

network can also be fed with single images to generate a 

valid fibrosis or steatosis assessment score per image. In this study we will 

develop the objective liver fibrosis scores by deep leaning from longitudinal 

ultrasound images collected in long term follow up HBsAg carriers, non-B 

non-C patient who received both Fibroscan and US studies. After the deep 

learning procedure, the result will be validated in liver histology proven cases. 

 

Materials 

A. Three groups of patients will be selected for learning study: 

1. Patients received liver histology study 

Patients received liver needle biopsy for diagnosis of chronic liver 

disease and patients received surgery for liver tumors will become our 

study materials 

2. Long term followed chronic hepatitis B carrier.  
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The “HBsAg carrier clinics” of Chang Gung Memorial Hospital in 

Taipei and Linkou medical centers have been in operation since 1980 

and have provided an easily accessible service for chronic HBsAg 

carriers. Most subjects who visited “HBsAg carrier clinics” were 

asymptomatic at entry. They visited this clinic because of incidental 

detection of HBsAg on blood donation, general checkup, workup for 

non-liver disease, or referral from our outpatient department as a stable 

HBsAg carrier with normal ALT. After entry, these HBsAg carriers were 

followed every 3 to 12months with ALT, alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), and 

ultrasonography (US) as the basic tools. All these data were key into 

hospital computer and can be assess easily under the approval of IRB. 

Up to March 2012, this data base had collect 274300 times follow-up 

data from 21200 patients. We will select patients who has been follow-

up for more than 10 years after 2002. This is   due to most of images 

were stored digitally since 2002. We expect to collect 1000 cases with 

known outcome and good images from this series.  These patients will 

be classified into improved (Figure 1) or worsen (Table 1) group based 

on the ultrasound fibrosis score and clinical data.  Each selected case 

will have a series of images span yearly for at least 10 years.  

Computer aid deep learning for establish an objective fibrosis score will 

be done from these series of images. We will update our data from 

2012 to 2018 after the approval of this proposal.  
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Figure 1. A patient with decrease liver fibrosis after entecavir therapy 

for 10 years 
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Table 1 An example of data from HBsAg carrier with fibrosis progression 

Chart NO EXMDAT SGOT SGPT AFP MARKS ECHO 

84853** 20020323 27 34 5   CH 

84853** 20020929 24 34 4   CH 

84853** 20030323 25 37 7 S+ FL 

84853** 20031011 118 244 7   FL 

84853** 20031022 129 307   E- FL 

84853** 20031029 164 321       

84853** 20031105 164 317     FL 

84853** 20031112 147 316          

84853** 20031119 199 346       

84853** 20031126 226 417   D/-   

84853** 20031203 219 427       

84853** 20031220 147 312       

84853** 20040103 50 100       

84853** 20040306 29 32       

84853** 20040424 23 30 9   CH7 

84853** 20041106 37 50 9   CH 

84853** 20050521 41 58 15   Cir 

84853** 20050924 55 90 6   CH,Cir 

84853** 20051129 54 75 6     

84853** 20060217 40 58 7   Cir 

84853** 20060711   48 10 S+ Cir 

84853** 20061121   26 10   Cir 

84853** 20070319   39 5   Cir 

84853** 20070716   31 4   Cir 

84853** 20071105   28 4   CH7-8 

84853** 20080227   30 4 S+ CH7,T 

84853** 20080522   35 5   Cir 

84853** 20080811   30 5   Cir,T 

84853** 20081120   31 4   Cir 

84853** 20090312 30 34 5   Cir,T 

84853** 20090407 24 34 6.6 S+ Cir 

84853** 20090605 27 33 4   Cir 

84853** 20090827 25 27 5.3   Cir 

84853** 20091217 26 38 6.2   Cir 

84853** 20100727 23 28 6   Cir,T 

3. None B None C patients received Fibroscan study.              
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US has been used in measurement of steatosis for more than 30 years. It 

is common to classified US brightness into mild, moderate and severe 

steatosis. An example can be seen in (Figure 2). The diagnosis of steatosis is 

quite subjective by conventional US. Control attenuation parameter (CAP) of 

Fibroscan is a commercially available non-invasive steatosis evaluation 

modality (). Fibroscan measure steatosis well if liver fat fraction is lower than 

40% (36,37) Figure 3). Above that the correlation between CAP and fat 

fraction become plateaus. Therefore, additional modality to improve the 

steatosis measurement are needed. We will collect images from patients 

received both Fibroscan and conventional ultrasound studies. Computer aid 

deep learning for establish of steatosis score will be done from US 2D images 

and correlated with Fibroscan. 

Figure 2. US finding of liver steatosis according to histology fat cell 

percentage 
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Figure 3 Correlation of control attenuation parameter with liver histology 

fat fraction. The correlation was linear if the liver fat cell fraction was lower 

than or equal to 40%. The CAP plateaued if liver fat cell fraction exceeded 

40% or was greater than 292 dB/m. 
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Right now, 400 patients had been collected. We plan to collect more than 

1000 patients by providing free Fibroscan study in NBNC patients. 

Pattern recognition of specific liver parenchymal lesion 

During AI learning process, several common liver parenchymal lesion 

may appear in the US images. It will be important to let the AI machine 

understand and exclude this lesion for parenchymal fibrosis and steatosis 

interpretation. 

Interaction of liver fibrosis and steatosis. 

 It is our experience as well as others, a brightened liver in hepatic 

steatosis will mask the coarseness of liver parenchymal. Thus the fibrosis 

score may be underestimated by human eye. We hope that AI learning 

process may overcome this issue 

Preliminary case selection 
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We have been collecting data of patients received both liver histology 

and elastography studies since 2011. Up to Aril 2018 more than 700 patients 

had been collected. This group of patients will become our validation group to 

validate the result of computer-aid deep learning. This group may also be 

used to compare between AI quantified image data with current non-invasive 

modalities. In addition, more than 350 NBNC patients received Fibroscan 

study had been collected. 

Methods 

A. 2D US image selection 

Conventional diagnostic ultrasound offers great diagnostic accuracy and 

robustness. However, it is difficult to make objective scale by human eye. 

When we intend to do computer-aid deep learning, additional problem 

appeared. The quality of ultrasound images can be easily influenced by 

machine settings, the characteristics of ultrasonic waves, different bland of 

machines, the interactions between ultrasound and body tissues, and 

other uncontrollable factors. To decrease the variation, we will fix the US 

image obtained from two locations. One is left hepatic lobe at midline 

abdominal (LLM), the other is R hepatic lobe at right intercostal space. The 

right lobe should include two types of images, one includes liver and 

gallbladder (RLG), the other includes liver and kidney (RLK).  Only image 

with good quality and performed by 3-4 mega Hertz convex probe will be 

selected. 

B. Image Augmentation for Deep Learning  
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For collecting thousands of training images in different situation, image 

augmentation will be developed to generate training data from the original 

2D US images data set.  Image Augmentation will manipulate the selected 

2D US images to create many altered versions of the same image. This 

both provides more images to train on, but can also help expose our 

classifier to a wider variety of lighting and coloring situations so as to make 

our classifier more robust.   

C. Histogram Equalization of images 

We will try to find a standardized procedure to unify all US images. 1. 

Histogram Equalization increases contrast in images by detecting the 

distribution of pixel densities in an image and plotting these pixel densities 

on a histogram. The distribution of this histogram is then analyzed and if 

there are ranges of pixel brightnesses that aren’t currently being utilized, 

the histogram is then “stretched” to cover those ranges, and then is back 

projected onto the image to increase the overall contrast of the image. 2. 

Contrast Stretching takes the approach of analyzing the distribution of 

pixel densities in an image and then rescales the image to include all 

intensities that fall within the 2nd and 98th percentiles. 

D. Quantification of liver contour 

The liver capsule on an ultrasound image will be extracted. Based on the 

extracted liver capsule, we will perform a deep convolutional neural 

network (CNN) model to extract features from the image patches cropped 

around the liver capsules. A trained support vector machine (SVM) 

classifier will be applied to classify the sample into normal or abnormal 
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cases (39).  We will try to make diagnosis of liver cirrhosis according to 

liver contour.  

E. Quantification of liver parenchyma 

After extraction of image data, the deep learning will be done by artificial 

neural network (ANN). ANN is a computational model that imitates the way 

the human brain deals with information (40). ANN is self-learning and self-

organizing and has strong fault tolerance ability. ANN is a network of highly 

interconnected neurons operating in parallel. The neurons are organized into 

three layers: input, hidden, and output. The values of input layer are multiplied 

by weight and passed on to hidden layer. Several hidden layers can exist in 

one neural network. In hidden layers, neurons combine the weighted inputs 

according to activation function and threshold value, and then using it to 

determine the output. Detection and classification neural networks, such as 

back propagation neural network (BPNN), probabilistic neural network (PNN), 

convolutional neural network (CNN) and self-organizing map (SOM), are often 

used in the field of diffuse liver diseases (41). 

 

Figure 3. An example of CNN architecture. The input is an N ×N image. 

Two convolutional ‘blocks’ follow the input with 5×5 filters and 2 × 2 max 

pooling. Two fully connected layers with 300 and 3 nodes respectively follow 

the convolutional layers. The dimension of the feature map reduces from N to 

N/2 – 2 after each convolutional layer. Fully connected layers take the output 

of the feature extraction layers 
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F. Pattern recognition of specific liver diseases 

Some of the diseases associated with coarse liver parenchymal image, but 

not related to liver fibrosis. Patients with multiple tiny cysts are one of such 

examples. We will examine several such cases to see whether computer 

aid diagnosis can make a differentiation or not. 
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